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Beyond Abuse, Beyond Therapy, Beyond
Anything
Tuesday at 10 AM Pacific
August 19th 2014:Radically Alive Relationships: From
Connection to Communion
with Special Guest Susan Lazer Hart The fantasy of Prince
Charming and Happily Ever After create a false foundation for
relationship. This fantasy has you... 1. Enter into relationship with
false assumptions and false personas. As a result you develop
"points of connection" that keep you from being your authentic
magical self. 2. Look to relationship as a source of security and
status to establish stability in your life. As a result you develop
"stability points" that keep you locked in your own cage. 3. Say to
each other things like, "Don't leave me," and "Don't change."
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Featured Guest
Susan Lazar Hart
Susan is not your typical coach, counselor or therapist, just as you are not a typical
client. Her specialty is deep listening, along with an uncanny ability to pose questions
that create consciousness and different possibilities. Working with the latest Access
Consciousness tools and clearings, Susan can help you make breakthroughs on
issues that have you stuck, stymied or bewildered — relationships, addiction, body
image, jobs, money, success — you name it. Susan’s clients rave about her ability to
help them cut through emotional clutter in record time. If you’ve heard that therapy
involves hard work, you’ll be intrigued to hear Susan inviting clients to “come and play
with me.”
Read more
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